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1. Introduction
Despite a significant research effort over the
past two decades, the prediction of convective
storms and the associated warm season
precipitation prediction problem remains a
formidable modeling and assimilation challenge.
The large forecast uncertainty associated with
convective situations, even at very short lead times,
coupled with the severity of weather often
associated with convective storms, makes this
perhaps the most significant short-range forecast
challenge confronting the operational numerical
weather prediction community. As an example, the
commercial aviation industry is particularly
vulnerable to convective storms, with resulting
flight delays and diversions spiking every summer.
The challenge of accurately predicting
convective storms is complex and includes both the
convective initiation problem and the convective
evolution problem. For both of these problems, a
very
accurate
prediction
of
mesoscale
environmental fields, including temperature,
moisture, and winds near the surface and at midlevels is needed. For midday summer conditions,
in which positive convective available potential
energy exists over a large portion of the United
States, the accurate analysis and prediction of small
capping inversions and weak forcing mechanisms is
crucial for the convective initiation problem.
Surface
observations,
wind-profilers
and
increasingly aircraft observations all play a key role
in providing the crucial asynoptic information
needed to improve short-range forecasts of
mesoscale convective environments. At night, the
problem is more difficult (convective forecast skill
is generally even lower), as convection is often
rooted above the surface layer, decreasing the
utility of surface observations.
Once convection is ongoing, the national
network of WSR-8DD radars provides an
invaluable set of observations.
While these
observations have greatly improved operational
thunderstorm warning and nowcasting and a great
deal of research on how to use them in model
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initialization procedures has occurred, the
operational modeling community has been slow to
utilize radar observations in operational models.
Factors that have played a role in this are
difficulties in providing a real-time feed of the
voluminous radar data to operational centers (now
largely solved), difficulties in using the two
primary radar fields within numerical models, and a
mismatch in scales between the highly detailed
radar fields and the scales analyzed in operational
models.
With respect to the problem of the Dopplerradar observed fields, reflectivity has a complex
underdetermined
relationship
with
various
precipitation hydrometers.
Worse yet, many
operational models do not include even simple 5class prognostic microphysics schemes. The main
other field from the Doppler radar, radial velocity,
is but a single component of the wind.
Furthermore, the radial velocity observations
typically only occur in small patches and represent
a scale of air motion that the operational models
often cannot resolve. Because most operational
models are still run at horizontal grid resolutions
that preclude the explicit representation of
individual convective elements, a cumulus
parameterization scheme is required.
While much of the current convective
modeling research effort has focused on highresolution limited domain experimental forecasts
that explicitly resolve convective storms, it is
important to remember that for at least the next few
years,
operational
convective
modeling
improvement will necessarily depend on
improvements to data assimilation and modeling
systems that employ cumulus parameterizations.
With that reality in mind, a new approach for
using a national mosaic radar reflectivity data to
initialize the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model has
been developed, and is currently being testing in
real-time at NOAA/ESRL/GSD. In this paper, we
briefly describe the RUC system and its new radar
assimilation procedure (section 2), illustrate its
application for a simple test case (section 3),
present some preliminary results from our ongoing
real-time tests (section 4), and describe ongoing
and planned work (section 5).

2. RUC reflectivity assimilation procedure
The Rapid Update Cycle (Benjamin et al.
2004a,c; 2006; 2007) is an hourly updated
mesoscale analysis and prediction system running
operationally at the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). RUC prediction
grids are used heavily as mesoscale guidance for
short-range forecasts, especially by aviation, severe
weather, and situational awareness forecast users.
The RUC model utilizes a hybrid sigma-isentropic
vertical coordinate, and includes prognostic
equations for five cloud and precipitation species
(following Thompson, 2004). Within the hourly
RUC 3DVAR (Benjamin et al 2004c, Devenyi and
Benjamin 2003) analysis, a large variety of
observations are blended with the previous 1-h
RUC forecast to update the mass, velocity and
moisture fields. Inertial-gravity wave energy
excited by the hourly assimilation is controlled by
the use of a diabatic (since 2006) digital filter
(Lynch and Huang 1992, Huang and Lynch 1993)
within the RUC model. As depicted in Fig. 1, the
digital filter includes a backward adiabatic
integration followed by a weighted averaging, then
a forward diabatic integration followed by a second
weighted averaging to obtain a more balanced set
of model initial fields.
The RUC 3DVAR analysis is complemented
by a non-variational cloud analysis (Benjamin et al.
2004b, Weygandt et al. 2006a,b) in which cloudand precipitation-related observations (METAR,
satellite, radar, and lightning) are combined and
used to modify the cycled cloud and precipitation
fields. Hu et al. (2007) describe ongoing work to
adapt the cloud analysis to the Gridpoint Statistical
Interpolation (GSI) analysis package.
The new RUC radar reflectivity assimilation
procedure utilizes two existing RUC system
components, the cloud analysis and the diabatic
digital filter initialization (DDFI), to prescribe
during the pre-forecast integration a specified
temperature tendency (warming) within the radarobserved reflectivity regions. This temperature
tendency is deduced as a latent heating rate from
the radar-observed reflectivity within the cloud
analysis. Then, during the diabatic forward model
integration portion of the digital filter (and within
the radar reflectivity region) the model-calculated
temperature tendencies from the explicit
microphysics
scheme
and
cumulus
parameterization are replaced by the temperature
tendency derived from the radar reflectivity data.
Fig. 1 provides a schematic that illustrates the
application of the latent heating based temperature

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the application
of the radar reflectivity-based latent heating within the
diabatic digital filter initialization within the RUC
model. In the sample plot, yellow and green shading
show the contributions from the reflectivity and
lightning data, respectively.

tendency during the forward model portion of the
DDFI. The diagnosis of the latent heating rate from
the 3D radar mosaic and the NLDN data occurs
within the RUC cloud analysis. First lightning
ground stroke densities are used to supplement the
reflectivity via a simple empirical formula. Then a
latent heating rate proportional to the reflectivity
intensity is found.
Information about the reflectivity and
lightning data sources is as follows. The radar
reflectivity used in the cloud analysis is from the
NSSL national (CONUS) 3D radar mosaic grid
with a 1-km horizontal resolution over 30 vertical
levels and a 5-minute update cycle (Zhang et al.
2006). The data are generated by combining base
level data from all available radars, performing
quality control, and then combining reflectivity
observations from individual radars onto a unified
3D Cartesian grid. The lightning ground stroke data
is from the National Lightning Detection Network
(NLDN) and can provide thunderstorm information
in areas without radar coverage.
The RUC radar-enhanced DDFI method
for initializing ongoing precipitation systems has a
number of positive attributes. First, the method
modifies the wind fields in a manner roughly
consistent with the ongoing convection. Given the
limitations of the observations, the horizontal grid
resolution, and the parameterized representation of
the convection, this is an appropriate objective.
Numerous studies have shown that without
modifying the wind field in this manner, the model
retention of any assimilated hydrometeor
information is short-lived.

Second, the modification of the wind field
is done in a manner that minimizes shock to the
model. Rather, the wind field evolves gradually
during the DDFI to the prescribed heating rate.
Note that the associated drying that would result is
offset by increasing the water vapor in the
reflectivity region within the cloud analysis. Third,
the radar assimilation procedure requires no
additional computer time, because the diabatic
digital filter is already used to control noise in the
RUC model initialization.
In addition to using the reflectivity data to
prescribe latent heating temperature tendencies,
radar reflectivity information is used to suppress
model convection in areas with no echoes. In
applying this convective suppression, it is
extremely important to distinguish between regions
with no echo and regions with no radar coverage.
In these no coverage regions, the radar data cannot
determine whether precipitation systems are
ongoing and convective suppression is not
warranted. The application of the convection
suppression is as follows:
1) Determine a 2D “no echo” region, at least 100
km from any existing echo and excluding regions
with no radar coverage.
2) During the DDFI and for the first 30 minutes of
the model forecast, force a convective inhibition
threshold condition that precludes the calling of the
cumulus parameterization routine.
As a complement to the radar assimilation
procedure, a suite of model simulated reflectivity
fields have been added to the diagnostic fields
available within the standard RUC model output
grab files. The available reflectivity fields include
composite, and 1-km and 4-km AGL. The fields are
derived using Z-Q relationships consistent with the
Thompson microphysics scheme used in the RUC
and a simple power law relationship to convert the
parameterized precipitation into reflectivity.

3. Preliminary test case results
The coding and testing of the diabatic digital
filter (without the radar assimilation) was
completed in early 2006 and implemented in the
NCEP operational RUC in June 2006, replacing the
adiabatic DFI used since 1998. The code to process
the mosaic reflectivity data (interpolate the data to
the RUC grid and calculate the latent heat-based
temperature tendency) and apply the temperature
tendency within the DDFI was completed late in
2006, and preliminary off-line testing began in
January 2007. We show here results from a simple
squall-line case from 00z 8 Jan 2007, in which the
analysis and forecast with and without the radar

assimilation are compared. It is important to note
that for this case, the radar assimilation is applied at
a single analysis time, so the impact is less than can
be expected when the radar assimilation is applied
each
hour
within
an
evolving
cycled
analysis/forecast system. Because the convective
suppression algorithm was added after real-time
testing began, figures illustrating its impact are
deferred to section 4.
Fig. 2a shows the 3-km NSSL radar reflectivity
mosaic depiction of a precipitation system from 00z
8 January 2007, including a broad area of moderate
radar echoes across the Mid-Atlantic States and a
squall line stretching across the southeastern states.
The latent heating derived from the radar
reflectivity data is shown in Fig. 2b (plotted on the
k= 15 RUC vertical level). The latent heating rate
is plotted in deg. per 15 min with a maximum of ~
5 K per 15 min. For this test, the heating was set
proportional to the reflectivity as opposed to a
reflectivity change from the background (resulting
in only warming).
As expected, the application of the latent
heating-based temperature tendency within the
forward model integration of the DDFI (in place of
the heating from the microphysical and cumulus
schemes) produces a local positive temperature
anomaly and induces an associated vertical
circulation, with low-level convergence and upperlevel divergence. Evidence of the vertical
circulation can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the
difference in the west-to-east component of the
wind for the experimental analysis (with the radar
assimilation) relative to the control analysis
(without the radar assimilation) for 2 different
model levels. At low-levels (K = 15, shown Fig.
3a) the couplet of velocity differences clearly
shows convergence along the squall-line.
Conversely, at upper-levels (K=35, shown in Fig.
3b), a broader area of divergence is seen.
The impact of the radar data assimilation is
quite evident in the resultant short-range
precipitation forecast.
Fig. 4 illustrates the
difference between the control and radar
assimilation experiment for the 1-h forecast of 15
min. accumulated total (explicit + parameterized)
precipitation (45 to 60 min.). Whereas the control
experiment predicts very little precipitation along
the squall-line (Fig. 4a), the radar assimilation
forecast produces significant precipitation along the
squall line (Fig. 4b). Further examination of the
precipitation fields (not shown) indicates the radar
assimilation projects onto both the parameterized
and grid-scale precipitation schemes within the
RUC model. Forecast differences are also evident
at 2 hours as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. For 00z 8 January 2007. a) z=3-km radar reflectivity field from NSSL reflectivity mosaic (horizontally interpolated
to RUC 13-km grid) plotted with a standard radar color table and b) radar reflectivity derived latent heat temperature
tendency field for RUC model level 15 (~850 mb). Color bands are every 0.5 with a maximum of about 5.0 K / 15 min.

Fig. 3. Also for 00z 8 January 2007, experiment differences (radar assimilation run – no radar assimilation run) in the
east-west wind component for a) RUC model level 15 and b) RUC model level 35. Color bands are every 0.2 m/s with
warm colors indicating enhanced westerlies in the radar assimilation experiment and cool colors indicating enhanced
easterlies. As can be seen by the respective couplets, the radar assimilation induces low-level convergence and upper-level
divergence along the squall-line.

Fig. 4. 1-h forecast (valid 01z 8 January 2007) of 15-min (45 to 60 min.) accumulated total precipitation (explicit +
parameterized) for a) the no radar assimilation experiment and b) the radar assimilation experiment. Color bands are
every 0.5 mm.

Fig. 5. 2-h forecast (valid 2z 8 January 2007) of 15-min (105 to 120 min.) accumulated total precipitation for a) the no
radar assimilation experiment and b) the radar assimilation experiment. Color bands are every 0.5 mm. c) z= 3-km radar
reflectivity from NSSL mosaic (horizontally interpolated to RUC 13-km grid) valid 02z 8 January 2007.

Comparison of the forecast precipitation fields
(Figs. 5a,b) with the radar image from 02z
indicates that the model run with the radar
assimilation does a better job
predicting
precipitation for the areas with strong radar echoes.

4. Real-time test cases results
Based on the encouraging results from the
preliminary tests, the radar assimilation procedure
was implemented in a real-time parallel RUC cycle
run at GSD in February 2007. Utilizing the real-

time feed of hourly radar composite data from
NSSL, the radar assimilation algorithm was applied
on an hourly basis. Monitoring of the real-time
forecasts with the radar assimilation compared to
the operational RUC forecasts without the radar
assimilation has continued to reveal a short-range
(3-h) positive impact in precipitation forecasts.
This is clearly evident in precipitation skill-scores
for a one-month comparison period shown in Fig.
6. Equitable threat scores for the radar assimilation
runs remain above 0.2 for all

Fig. 6.
Effect of reflectivity assimilation on
precipitation verification for 12-h periods from 12z to
00z (daytime) for 25 Apr – 17 May (27 cases). For each
12-h verification period, 0-3 hour forecasts from the 12,
15, 18, and 21z cycles are summed. RUC DEV13
indicates the RUC 1-h cycle with the radar assimilation;
NCEP OPER indicates the NCEP operational RUC 1-h
cycle without the radar assimilation.

thresholds up to 2.0 inches. Comparable scores for
the operational run (no radar assimilation) decrease
dramatically to near zero for the higher thresholds.
Bias scores are also more favorable for the radar
assimilation run, reflecting an improvement over
the operational run, which severely underpredicts
the higher precipitation amounts.
Specific examples of the improvement from
the radar assimilation have been easy to find in the
real-time RUC forecasts. Fig. 7 shows one such
case from 25 March 2007. Shown are the 3-h
forecast simulated composite reflectivity for RUC
runs with and without the radar assimilation. The
improvement in the forecast reflectivity arc
stretching from eastern Wyoming into southern
Wisconsin is quite evident. The reflectivity area in
northeastern Colorado also appears to be slightly
better predicted in the radar assimilation run. These
forecast runs were before the convective
suppression algorithm was implemented and both
produce considerable spurious reflectivity from
Nebraska southward into Oklahoma. The impact of
the convective suppression will be illustrated in a
later example.
Fig. 8 illustrates another case in which the
forecast impact from the radar data assimilation is
readily apparent. In this wintertime situation from
12 February 2007, the radar data assimilation helps
in three distinctly different precipitation regimes: 1)
a band of stable ascent snow extending from
southern Wisconsin to northern Indiana, 2) an arc
of rain and showers stretching from northwest
Texas across Oklahoma and 3) a mesoscale area of
convective showers across the Florida Peninsula.
Comparison of Figs. 8a and 8b clearly shows the

Fig. 7. Sample improvement from radar assimilation as
reflected in the new RUC simulated reflectivity field for
3-h forecast valid 00z 25 March 2007. a) observed
radar reflectivity, b) RUC forecast with radar
assimilation, and c) RUC forecast without radar
assimilation.

enhancement of the upward motion in the initial
vertical velocity field in each of the three areas. It
is important to remember that this enhanced upward
motion and the associated low-level convergence /
upper level divergence couplets (not shown)
develop in response to the heating that is prescribed

Fig. 8. Improvement from radar assimilation for RUC forecasts initialized 09z 12 February 2007. Shown are RUC initial
700 hPa vertical velocity fields (after the diabatic digital filter initialization) for a) radar assimilation run and b) no radar
assimilation run, followed by 3-h RUC forecast precipitation fields (valid 12z 12 February 2007) for c) radar assimilation
run and d) no radar assimilation run. e) shows 11z 12 February 2007 observed radar reflectivity.

during the diabatic forward integration portion of
the digital filter initialization. Because the digital
filter is utilized to minimize spurious inertialgravity wave energy in the early part of the
forecast, the vertical circulations induced by the
radar assimilation are produced with a minimum of
shock to the model. Comparison of the resultant

3-h precipitation forecasts (Figs. 8c,d) with the 11z
radar echoes shows a better qualitative agreement
for the radar assimilation experiment.
The next case, shown in Fig. 9, depicts a more
intense convective event from 1 March 2007, again
before the convective suppression algorithm was

Fig. 9. Improvement from radar assimilation for RUC forecasts initialized 03z 1 March 2007. Shown are RUC initial 700
mb vertical velocity fields (after the diabatic digital filter initialization) for b) radar assimilation run and c) no radar
assimilation run, followed by 3-h RUC forecast precipitation fields (valid 06z 1 March 2007) for e) radar assimilation run
and f) no radar assimilation run. a) and d) show 03z and 06z 1 March 2007 observed radar reflectivity, respectively.

implemented. At the model initial time, 03z, a
cluster of intense thunderstorms was ongoing just to
the south of Kansas City (Fig. 9a). Comparison of
Figs. 9b and 9c illustrates the ability of the radar
assimilation algorithm to introduce a strong
mesoscale vertical velocity maximum and
associated low-level convergence / upper-level
divergence (not shown) signal in the region of
intense convection. In the absence of the radar
assimilation, a weaker, broader-scale vertical
velocity maximum is shown to the southwest where
no radar echoes are shown. Comparison of the
resultant 3-h precipitation fields (Fig. 9e,f) shows
that the radar assimilation forecast produces much
larger precipitation amounts around the area of
intense convection. In contrast, the run without the
radar assimilation produced only a broad area of
light precipitation across Missouri.
The radar reflectivity field from 3z shows that
the cluster of storms has evolved into a mesoscale
precipitation area with a leading edge of strong
storms. In addition there has been northeastward

development of radar echoes into southeastern
Iowa. While the comparison of 3-h precipitation
with an instantaneous radar reflectivity field is
problematic, the radar assimilation forecast appears
qualitatively to be a better forecast.
A final example to illustrate the impact from
the convective suppression algorithm is now
presented. Fig. 10a shows the NSSL radar
reflectivity field from 12z 7 June 2007. Outside the
radar echo regions, black indicates no echo and
grey indicates no radar coverage. Fig. 10b is the
corresponding radar suppression template. Yellow
areas are obtained by extending outward ~ 100 km
from ongoing regions of convection and signify
regions where convection will not be suppressed.
Cyan areas indicate regions outside the radar
coverage where convection will also not be
suppressed. Grey areas are regions where
convection will be suppressed during the first 30
minutes of the model integration and require at
least a 300 hPa deep convection free layer. The
radar-defined regions of convective suppression

Fig. 10. Improvement from radar assimilation and
convective suppression for RUC forecasts initialized 12z
7 June 2007. Shown is 12z a) NSSL radar reflectivity
composite (grey indicates no radar coverage) and b)
RUC radar-derived convective suppression map (cyan
indicates no radar coverage). Also shown are 3-h RUC
forecast precipitation fields (valid 15z 7 June 2007) for
c) radar assimilation run and d) no radar assimilation
run. e) shows the NSSL 3-h estimated precipitation
valid 15z 7 June 2007.

are augmented by regions where the GOES cloud
top pressure data indicate the entire column is clear.
This explains regions of convective suppression
over Mexico and the Gulf of Mexico in Fig 10b,
which are indicated in Fig. 10a to have no radar
data coverage.
This merging of cloud and
precipitation observation information, where
appropriate, to provide a more coherent picture of
cloud and precipitation processes is consistent with
the principles of the RUC and ARPS cloud analysis
schemes. These schemes are being combined to
create a more general cloud analysis scheme as
summarized by Hu et al. (2007).
One additional note about the convective
suppression concerns the radar coverage in the
west. Because of the greater radar spacing
(compared to the more populated east) and to a
lesser extent the greater prevalence of beam
blockage (due to the more mountainous terrain), the
lower portions of the atmosphere have very poor
coverage for certain regions of the west. This was
clearly evident, when we initially required a 500
hPa (subsequently modified to 300 hPa) deep echofree layer for suppressing convection and found that
for large areas of Nevada and Utah and a small area
of northeastern Wyoming and southeastern
Montana, convective suppression was not possible.
Moreover, it is important to remember that the
radar characterization of precipitation systems in
these areas is significantly impacted due to the
extensive area with no low-level radar coverage.
Figs.10c,d show the resultant 3-h precipitation
forecast from a parallel RUC run with the radar
assimilation
(and
convective
suppression
algorithm) and the operational RUC run (with
neither algorithm). For comparison, the NSSL
estimated 3-h accumulated precipitation (valid 15z)
is shown in Fig. 10e. The principal difference
between the two RUC forecasts is across the
southeastern states, for which the spurious
precipitation is greatly reduced in the run with the
convective suppression. Other differences are more
subtle, consistent with the strongly forced nature of
the weather pattern on this day. It does appear,
however, that the radar assimilation run does a
better job of limiting precipitation across
northeastern North Dakota and northcentral
Minnesota.
Although the precipitation across
northeastern Wyoming appears overdone in both
model forecasts, as noted above this area has very
poor low-level radar coverage.

5. Summary and outlook
As detailed in Benjamin et al. (2007), code has
been transferred to NCEP for a bundle of RUC
upgrades, including the radar assimilation and
convective suppression packages. Real-time and
retrospective runs at NCEP should begin soon in
anticipation of a possible RUC upgrade later this
year. Related work at NCEP is ongoing to make
the reflectivity mosaic available in real-time.
Monitoring of real-time parallel cycles at GSD
continues and minor modifications to the algorithm
will continue to be made.
In anticipation of inclusion of a similar radar
assimilation algorithm in the Rapid Refresh (RR),
additional work will focus on development of a
diabatic digital filter initialization procedure within
the WRF core selected for the Rapid Refresh. As
with the RUC, the WRF-based RR model will be
cycled hourly with new analyses supplied by a
specially adapted GSI (Devenyi et al. 2007). Work
is ongoing to incorporate a generalized cloud
analysis (including radar assimilation) into the GSI
analysis procedure (Hu et al. 2007), from which
latent heating fields can be derived for use within
the RR digital filter initialization.
Additional possible work will examine the
utility of hourly initializing 3-km explicit
convection resolving forecasts (over a limited
northeastern U.S. domain) from 13-km RUC fields
following the application of the radar assimilationbased diabatic digital filter initialization.
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